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Welcome again to the Omega Communications
Portal. Give yourself permission to put aside what
you have been doing and thinking about and allow
yourself to deeply relax your body and your mind
and then bring your awareness into your light
energy body – a whole different system that
operates separately from your physicality. At this
time I call you forth in your light body to be with me
and to assemble into the transition space known as
the receiving area of the Station of Light.
We have been focusing in this area for many
sessions and each session builds on previous
sessions because you expand and the information
coming through can be expanded also, so here you
are in the midst of an expanding sphere of energy
which contains a great deal of information and
patterns for you. Now bring your focus into this
sphere of light and energy and wait with me while
other Beings come forward and gather also into this
session.

“Now I come forward and greet you, Beloved, Orem
addressing you and we have in this moment
established the communion between us each and a
communication link is established at the same time
between our Station here and many other satellite
stations, some of which are within the Earth energy
system and many of them are beyond. There is a
pattern encircling Earth Station at this time and with
the connections and the communication, it is
increased, the pattern is strengthened and
increased and adjustments can be made.
There is a parallel example with this within your
entire energy field system. Your light body system
here has a separate flow of energy around it and
that can also be adjusted in accordance with – you
might call them timelines – and they are different
dimensional realities – and as those adjustments
occur, then in time - in physical Earth time – the
adjustments will also occur in your physical units.
Let that be accepted and allow the adjustments in
the appropriate time to occur. The appropriate time
in this moment is for your energy light body system
to be assessed, reviewed, and many segments
adjusted. You could perceive this – some of you who
are aware of what is happening – as multi layers –
rings perhaps, encircling you completely as if you
are within a sphere of energy, and the layers are
shifting and moving and many of the layers are
being modulated to resonate with a particular
energy field communicating from a different part of
creational universe.
It goes beyond substance. Substance in the
universal mechanism can be identified as matter,
some would refer to it as dark matter, and some of
it also is simply a different density, in pockets,
resulting from an accumulation of different bodies
and energy systems in different areas of the
universe.
You have been connecting in with and have been
resonating with specific parts of this energy field
and strengthening this at this time is happening
through the adjustment and remodulation of the
layers of energy around your particular light body.

You also are participating in this. It is an essential
aspect of your beingness here that you immediately
perceive the positioning and the adjustment needed
and you then increase the pattern you are drawing
to you and which you connect with and in that way
you are making the adjustments for yourself in
accordance with what is being brought forth. Some
of what is being brought forth is referred to as the
beams of energy coming to Earth Station and of
course these are touching upon your energy
systems and there has been reported to us some
discomfort in some people, until they perhaps can
have a deep sleep during which time they are
adjusted to the energy frequency. Otherwise there
would be pressures felt around areas of the body, in
particular, areas of the head and upper back, so in
this way, and because you are used to attuning
yourself to your point of origin, many of you do not
experience any such symptoms. The symptoms
appear and are disturbing for those people who do
not consciously accept and connect with the energy
patterns.
It was intended that all of the inhabitants on Earth
would be aware of such fluctuations and
movements and changes in the energy field and
would happily embrace the flows of energy because
then they would put into place change in the
magnificent creation needed for the Being as planet
Earth. Even though there is the shifting and
separation in part of the planet Earth you do still
need to respond to the energy frequencies coming
to you, to take them into you so that wherever you
are, you are releasing the energy cells and the
fluctuation and the memory and the enhancements
out into the places you visit or maintain. You will
become more used to doing this and perceiving the
flows of energy around you.
This is being initiated in people as we are able to
draw them to you for this assistance and for the
connection, because the light body of the people will
understand and relate to your energy field and to
what is happening. Then there is the possibility that
the human mind will begin to interpret what is
happening and understand it.

This is another part of initiating the higher pattern
within you and already those adjustments have
taken place and we draw you away from the initial
receiving area, where we can see that you are able
to be present in a dimensional field being an aspect
of the overall cities of light – the collectedness of
them – and we draw you into the centre of a large
pattern. You could sense what is around you and
beyond you in the field of changing energy. There
are many images in the presentation to you and for
some of you there is no need to focus on the
images, but just allow them to occur. They are part
of the process of establishing the civilisation.
Preparing it for those ones who are able to connect
into these areas.
The ongoing work is similar to a flow of energy
having its own rhythm and pattern and this you may
perceive. Knowing that this is happening also
establishes it firmly within your consciousness and
will bring to you the positioning of certain portals into
this area and ones that you can travel to in this inner
journeying and perhaps if you were in the vicinity of
known portals on the Earth’s surface, you may be
drawn to some also, but this is not entirely
necessary at this time.
There is a significant upliftment project occurring. It
is referred to as upliftment, but for some people it
will be necessitating movement underground and
separated from the population, so that you identify
the elements of construction taking place, such as
within the Oceania type activities, and more than
that. There is a constant flow of energy and
adjustments occurring and also to maintain where
possible, a level of balance within the Earth
structure itself. If you are drawn into any of these
areas, it is part of the upliftment process.

This confirms to you the presence of the Station,
you become accustomed to the sense of it, how it
feels to be here and the presentation to you of some
of the Beings who are helping you, as an individual,
and greater groups. It is sometimes just getting
together to renew the relationships and this is part
of the repatterning of you, even here in your light
body.
Also in your light body here, there is a moment when
you feel fully connected into the entire process of
the change extended into making special
adjustments for you all and giving you a sense of a
more specific outline of what is to be. You will be
receiving this because you are connected into the
entire session and the entire linked consciousness
here.
This will be enlivening the pattern and at this point
again it is time to bring you back away from that
communication chamber and gathering, bringing
your focus back into the receiving area of the
Station.
In this session, do you see the many different
portals into this space? Each portal has Beings
beside it to observe who passes in and out and to
help the process. There is sometimes a reluctance
for some to leave this space and there is the
necessity to maintain your presence on the Earth,
treating the Earth and your life as a base that you
return to. You have established much as your base
in a continuation of your particular life journey.

Lani speaking again to everyone here. You may be
aware of particular portals by which you leave this
receiving area. You may already feel that you are
moving through them, coming back to Earth, and
suddenly you are back at your body – within and around
your body.
If you could change the body, what way would you do
that? Would you make changes? Is there a need to
make changes or around you? Or is the need purely to
lovingly accept Self and for you to lovingly accept the
Light Body Self, in every aspect of you, in every cell of
your body and memory cells, tissue and energy all
around you?
I feel this has been a very powerful immersion in
energy during this transmission, but it is complete at
this time. Layer by layer, as Orem says, and so now I
close the Omega Portal and I ask you to make sure
that you are fully back in the present, in your
surroundings, as you are reading this, or listening to it.
Fully focused in the present moment and you may
allow yourself to feel the expansion and information
you received.
Thank you – all of you Light Beings - everywhere

Lani

We are also in the receiving area checking you over
for the adjustments that were made in different
layers around you must be set in place easily and
accepted as normal, because it has created an
expansion of you. And this is done.

At this moment we call you back to assemble in the
central communication chamber of this Station.

Next Transmission :
I with draw now, Beloved
.

It becomes essential to connect into this area each
time you are drawn here.

Again, I thank you Orem for all of this adjustment,
insight and energy.

Orem out “
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